Irrigation District Engineering and Technical Assistance

Pipeline Seepage Loss Testing
Seepage rates are being measured for both canal and pipeline segments to help account for water loss with the irrigation district distribution systems.

Joint Rio Grande Basin Initiative Annual Conference

Lining Evaluation
Yearly evaluations and rating surveys to determine durability, long-term use, and maintainability of new canal lining.

2007 Flow Management and Automation Workshop
Seepage rates are being measured for both canal and pipeline segments to help account for water loss with the irrigation district distribution systems.

GPS Survey & Canal Ponding Testing

District Telemetry Equipment Assistance
We work with districts to explore potential automation and telemetry projects, and help advise and setup telemetry equipment.

Post Lining Ponding Test
After districts have re-lining a canal segment our IDEA Team compares before and after seepage rates with a second seepage loss test.
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